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1. Executive Summary
Our data indicates that over 12,000 people each year will experience an episode of
homelessness in Alameda County. For some that episode will be brief, lasting only weeks, but
for more than half their homelessness will last a year or longer. Since 2015, the number of
people experiencing homelessness has dramatically increased, most of them are unsheltered.
The lack of affordable housing has been the largest driver of homelessness in Alameda County.
Rents have increased while income has remained stagnant and housing production has
declined. The inhumane conditions people on the streets face daily call us all to address the
housing crisis with renewed urgency.
Building more affordable housing is critical, but too often these units are too expensive for
people experiencing homelessness. Therefore, these units need to be targeted. Building more
shelters will create more humane conditions during homelessness, but also will not reduce the
number of people experiencing it. Only preventing the loss of housing and creating more
homes that are affordable and targeted to homeless people will reduce the number of people
living in emergency shelters and on our streets. The goal is not more shelters, rather fewer
people who need shelters. This Strategic Plan Update focuses on:
A. Preventing homelessness
B. More safety and dignity while homeless
C. Increasing permanent homes
Our current Housing Crisis Response System is deploying best practices and functioning at
capacity but is under resourced to meet the growing need. We have only 1 bed for every 3
people experiencing homelessness. Each year providers exit at least 1,500 people to
permanent housing, while almost 3,000 people become homeless for the first time. This
Strategic Plan Update sets the following targets for the entire homeless population.
•

•

Reduce the number of people becoming homeless for the first time by 500 people
annually for five years until under 500 people become homeless for the first time in
2022
Increase the number of people exiting the system by 500 people every year for five
years until 4,000 people move out of homelessness in 2022.

If the system prevents homelessness and increases the number of people gaining a home at
these rates no person experiencing homelessness would need to go without a bed by January
2023.
Reaching these targets requires these strategies:
1.
Expanding capacity-- The areas needing the greatest investment and expansion are
Homeless Prevention, Street Outreach, and flexible permanent subsidies and/or the production
of units dedicated those experiencing homelessness.
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2.
Increasing investment--With the aid of a dedicated funding stream for support services
and rental subsidies we can create opportunities not only for deeply affordable housing, but
also for services co-located in that housing. EveryOne Home estimates needing an additional
$175 million a year to fill the gap. Advocacy with state and federal policy makers for additional
resources is ongoing but must not hold up local action.
3.
Deeper collaboration with those experiencing homelessness— The housing crisis
response system must intentionally seek out expertise and leadership from those directly
impacted in our efforts to end homelessness.
4.
Aligning public policies—City and County policymakers must review and revise policies
to protect renters, increase housing production, and respect the dignity and safety of those
forced to live on the streets.
Strategic Update Benchmarks by Year and Sub-Population
Accomplishments
A. No more than 2,500 people become newly homeless
B. 2,000 people move into permanent homes
C. End unsheltered homelessness for families
D. End chronic homelessness for veterans
E. No more than 2,000 people become newly homeless
F. 2,500 people move into permanent homes
G. End chronic homelessness for seniors
H. No more than 1,500 people become newly homeless
I. 3,000 people move into permanent homes
J. Number of currently homeless vets is below 90
K. No more than 1,000 people become newly homeless
L. 3,500 people move into permanent homes
M. Homeless people with mental illness drops to 950 from 1,950
N. No more than 500 people become newly homeless
O. 4,000 people move into permanent homes
P. Chronically homeless people drop to 850
Q. The number of people in families with children is under 200

By When
December 2018
December 2018
December 2018
March 2019
December 2019
December 2019
December 2019
December 2020
December 2020
December 2020
December 2021
December 2021
December 2021
December 2022
December 2022
December 2022
December 2022
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2. Introduction
Residents of the San Francisco Bay Area identify homelessness and the cost of housing as the
most pressing issue facing our region in poll after poll. Increasingly, lifelong residents are forced
out of their homes and neighborhoods. The inhumane conditions people on the streets face
daily call us all to address the housing crisis with renewed urgency.
This Strategic Plan Update recommends strategies and actions to reduce homelessness so that
by the January 2023 Count the number of people experiencing homelessness on a given night
is under 2,200 people. Under these conditions, no person without a home would need to
sleep outside.
It will take bold, coordinated action and significant increase in investment to reduce the
numbers of people becoming homeless each year and increase the number of people exiting to
a home. By greatly increasing and focusing our investments, we have the best chance of
achieving this ambitious goal.
Reducing the number of people experiencing homelessness to below the existing number of
shelter beds will allow us to offer a place indoors for anyone who has lost their home. This
Strategic Plan Update recommends strategies and actions to realize that goal and is informed
by over two dozen key stakeholder interviews, six focus groups attended by 67 people currently
living on the streets and in shelter across the county, two community forums with the EveryOne
Home membership, and a review of best practices and recently updated plans from
communities with similar homeless populations and housing markets.
Achieving this vision will require ongoing commitment to cross system collaboration and
strengthening our Housing Crisis Response System. We must ensure that we have:
•
•
•
•

Shared goals
A set of interventions and strategies designed (or redesigned) to achieve the goals
Data to measure success
A decision-making structure to design, direct resources, assess and correct course

The projected types, scale and cost of interventions recommended in this Strategic Plan Update
draw upon Countywide Point-In-Time Counts, Homeless Housing and Services Inventories,
Homeless Management Information System (HMIS) data on demographics, service utilization
and performance, and projection tools developed by CSH and the National Alliance to End
Homelessness to assist communities with system planning. These data sources use Using U.S.
Department of Housing and Urban Development’s (HUD) definition1, reserving the term
1

Living in a supervised publicly or privately operated shelter designated to provide temporary living arrangement
(including congregate shelters, transitional housing, and hotels and motels paid for by charitable organizations or
by federal, state, or local government programs for low income individuals); or With a primary nighttime residence
that is a public or private place not designed for or ordinarily used as a regular sleeping accommodation for human
beings, including a car, park, abandoned building, bus or train station, airport, or camping ground.
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homelessness for people living in places not meant for people to live or in emergency or
transitional shelters. We have far less data about people who fit broader definitions of
homelessness, for instance counting as homeless those who are doubled up or “couch surfing.”
Though less visible in the HUD data we plan to reach and stabilize these households with the
focus on prioritized prevention. We made use of the data available to us and aim to have more
comprehensive and frequent data as Coordinated Entry rolls out. Coordinated Entry, which
launched county-wide in November 2017, will enable us to collect additional data to refine the
analysis and revise projections in the years to come.

3. How did we get here?
Homelessness is the most egregious symptom of the broader housing crises. For decades,
housing policy has not risen to the forefront of our national discourse and was not a priority for
our leaders. As a society we have lacked the political will to commit resources to the obvious
necessity of homes for all. The consequences of our negligence are now impossible to ignore.
Between 2000 and 2015, California did not produce the number of homes needed to keep up
with demand and population growth. The great recession intensified the housing crisis with
both the federal and state government drastically cutting funds for building affordable homes.
Local governments in Alameda County had 74% less money to invest in creating and preserving
affordable housing in the last decade.i California now faces a shortage of 3.4 million homes.
Because housing is both scarce and expensive to build, homes are often out of reach even for
those with median incomes, and especially for those with low and extremely-low incomes.
Indeed, in Alameda County there are only 28,000 units affordable to the 71,000 extremely lowincome renters— a 44,000 unit gap. ii
At the same time, California is increasingly comprised of renters. Only New York and Nevada
have lower rates of home ownership than California, which fell to 53.7% in 2014 (2017 HCD
"California's Housing Future"). The severe housing shortage has escalated the rental market.
Oakland is now the 5th most expensive rental market in the nation and the market with the 2nd
steepest increases in median rent over the last five years, up 51% since 2012.iii As a result, more
than 3 million Californians find themselves "cost burdened," meaning that they spend more
than 1/3 of their gross income on housing expenses.2 Consequently, households are spending
more than they can afford, leaving little for basic living expenses such as food, health care, and
transportation. It’s estimated that the average household spends more than 50% of their
income on rent in California.iv
The cost of housing exacerbates social inequalities. Federal and state safety net programs lift an
estimated 4.9 million Californians above the poverty line each year, reducing the poverty rate
from 33.6 percent (before counting government benefits and taxes) to 20.7 percent. However,

2

An extremely low-income renter (30% Area Median Income) earning $24,400 per year should only pay $677 per
month on housing.
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these programs have not kept up with the cost of living and are increasingly at-risk during
budget negotiations.v Consequently, receiving public benefits, though helpful, may be
insufficient to keeping poor individuals or families housed in Alameda County’s voracious rental
market.
Across the country wealth inequality has expanded according to racial and ethnic categories
since the great recession. In September 2017 New York Times reported that for every $100
earned by white families, African American families earn $57.30. Moreover, for every $100 in
wealth accumulated and held by white families, African American families hold only $5.04.
Likewise, the Institute for Policy Studies research found sharp decreases in household wealth
for the median African American and Latino households during the 30 years between 1983 and
2013, by 75% for African American households and by 50% for Latino households. During the
same period wealth for median white households increased by 14% (Institute for Policy Studies,
The Road to Zero Wealth).
Unsurprisingly, given these statistics, people of color are much more likely to become
homeless. Indeed, African Americans comprise more than 40% of the homeless population in
the United States but only 13% of the general population, while white people are markedly
underrepresented among the homeless (NAEH). Olivet et al demonstrate in a 2018 SPARC
report that even when poverty rates are controlled, “[d]isparate experiences of housing
affordability and quality, economic mobility, criminal justice, behavioral health, and family
stabilization…are all factors that can lead to high rates of homelessness for communities of
color and reinforce high barriers to exit from homelessness.”vi
Alameda County evidences these patterns. The Race Counts initiative of the Advancement
Project California ranks Alameda County the 6th most racially disparate of California’s 58
counties. Here a white household that rents typically keeps $56,500 after housing costs as
compared with the $46,300 kept by Asian households, $30,800 kept by Latino households, and
$19,000 kept by African American households. Similar to the national picture, 49% of Alameda
County’s homeless population identified as Black or African American during the 2017 point in
time census, as compared with 12% of the general population.
If we continue to disregard the broader housing crisis and its structural inequities many more
will find themselves without a safe, permanent home. Systems level changes are needed to
increase capacity while also preventing people from becoming homeless including engaging
other systems (criminal justice, child welfare, foster care, work force development, education,
and healthcare). Most importantly the resources need to match the scale of the problem.
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4. A Snapshot of Homelessness in Alameda County
On January 30, 2017, volunteers and homeless guides canvased every census track in Alameda
County and counted 3,863
people sleeping in vehicles,
tents, abandoned buildings,
parks, and other places not
meant for people to live.
Another 1,766 people spent
Figure 1: Alameda County Homeless Point in Time Count 2009-2017
that night sheltered in
emergency shelters and
transitional housing. Using HUD’s definition, that is a total of 5,629 individuals during a pointin-time experiencing literal homelessness. The number of people experiencing homelessness
has dramatically
increased, with over
two thirds (69%) being
unsheltered.
In the weeks following
the canvassing, 1,228
homeless individuals
Figure 2: Sheltered and Unsheltered Alameda County Homeless Point in Time Count
(sheltered and
unsheltered) were surveyed to learn more about their experience and characteristics.vii This is
what we learned.
More people are becoming homeless and staying homeless.
➢ 39% of respondents said that this was their first time homeless with 58% of those saying they
had been homeless for a year or longer

Economic insecurity creates homelessness.
➢ 57% cited money issues as the primary event or condition that led to their homelessness. Only
12% cited mental health and substance abuse.

African Americans are overrepresented in the homeless population.
➢ 49% identified as Black or African American compared to 12% of the county’s overall population

The majority of those experiencing homelessness are our neighbors.
➢ 82% are from Alameda County, with 57% having lived here for ten years or more.

Homelessness is not a choice.
➢ 98% said they were interested in independent, affordable rental housing or housing with
supportive services
8

5. Current System
A. Capacity
The federal strategic plan to end homelessness, Opening Doors calls on communities to;
“transform homeless services to crisis response systems that prevent homelessness and rapidly return
people who experience homelessness to stable housing.” We are building a Housing Crisis Response
System in Alameda County, that:
➢ PREVENTS homelessness whenever possible,
➢ Provides DIGNIFIED HOMELESS SAFETY NET SERVICES AND SHELTER
➢ Maintains people in PERMANENT HOMES with ongoing subsidies and services
Prevention: Targets those on the verge of losing their housing and assists them to retain their
current living situation or relocate without becoming homeless. Prevention services include
information and referral, legal services, benefits advocacy, housing education, housing problem
solving, and in some cases one-time financial assistance. The current capacity as of November
2017 includes:
➢ Housing problem solving is available 24 hours per day over the phone by contacting 211.
These conversations help households identify resources at their disposal (personal,
familial, public benefits, financial) to immediately avoid or exit homelessness, without
on-going assistance.
➢ Housing education workshops and peer to peer coaching weekly in all five regions of the
county.
➢ 24-hour legal hotline and six full-time attorneys to prevent housing loss or
discrimination.
➢ Flexible funds for one-time assistance to keep housing or relocate.
These services are new or recently scaled up, so annual numbers and per client costs are not
yet available.
Homeless Safety Net Services and Shelter: Starts with Coordinated Entry. Anyone experiencing
a housing crisis can access coordinated entry by calling 2-1-1. Coordinated entry provides a
simple way for people to know about and access the help that is available to them. Those
currently experiencing homelessness can also access coordinated entry through street outreach
and/or housing resource centers. The coordinated entry process quickly identifies, assesses,
prioritizes, and connects people in crisis to housing and assistance. Through coordinated entry,
Alameda County is prioritizing people for housing and services in a fair and equitable way,
matching the people with the highest needs to resources including homeless safety net services
and shelter, housing navigation, assistance obtaining income and enrolling in public benefits,
and medical care coordination when available.
➢ Coordinated entry uses regional hubs and access points to coordinate outreach teams,
conduct assessments, and match to housing, navigation and other resources:
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o Outreach workers have an average caseload of 125 individuals, the 12 full-time
equivalent outreach workers can assist up to 1,500 individuals at a time.
o 2,500 assessments conducted since October 2017
o 600 housing navigation slots funded to assist people in their search for a home
Coordinated entry launched across the entire county in November 2017. Annual numbers
served are not yet known.
The homeless safety net also provides places for people to stay, which include year-round
emergency shelters, winter and warming shelters, and transitional housing. These types of
shelter have varying hours, lengths of stay, food service, and support services. Winter and
warming shelters typically have shorter stays and transitional housing have longer stays and
more services. Despite their differences, all these places provide an indoor location for
homeless people to stay temporarily and should not be thought of as housing. As of January
2018, people experiencing homelessness had access to 2,013 shelter beds:
➢ 377 Seasonal or inclement weather beds including Oakland’s first Tuff shed community.
These are beds open during the rainy season or only on rainy and cold nights, usually
closed during the day, and offer few services
➢ 884 Year-round emergency shelter beds, often open 24 hours, offering 3 meals and
services
➢ 752 Transitional housing beds, often private rooms or shared units, more independent
and more services
Not all shelter housing operators enter data into HMIS.
The following expansion of shelter options have opened or are under development as of
January 2018:
➢ 20 winter shelter beds in the city of Alameda
➢ 40 beds at a 2nd Oakland navigation center
➢ 45 beds at the Berkeley Stair center.
➢ 90 beds of transitional housing in Oakland
Permanent Homes and Services: People who were homeless often need rental subsidies and
services to secure and keep a permanent home. They can apply for general affordable housing
and tenant choice vouchers (section 8). Unfortunately, waitlists for general Section 8 vouchers
number in the thousands and rarely become available. As well, the minimum income required
to qualify even for most affordable housing exceeds what people on disability incomes and
public benefits can pay. Rental subsidies will help people in this situation to stabilize and retain
housing. The capacity outlined below is for permanent units, subsides and services within the
Housing Crisis Response System and dedicated to persons experiencing homelessness.
Subsidies and/or support services can be for a limited time (Rapid Rehousing) or permanent
(Permanent Supportive Housing and Tenancy Sustaining Services).
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➢ Rapid Rehousing (RRH) is broadly understood as time-limited financial assistance to help
with moving into permanent housing and subsidizing the rent in combination with
services to assisted in the housing search and successfully staying housed. The length of
financial assistance and services varies by funding type and program design. It can be as
short as housing search and move-in resources, or as long as two years of rental
assistance and support services. RRH funding comes from HUD, the U.S. Department of
Veterans Affairs, the State of California and other local sources. Some sources target
certain sub-populations such as veterans, families on CalWORKs, the reentry population,
or transition age youth.
Since 2015 RRH capacity has grown by 46% or 600 slots annually.
➢ Permanent Supportive Housing serves formerly homeless persons with a disability.
Someone living in PSH could be in a dedicated unit in an affordable housing
development or have a subsidy being used in the private rental market. Subsidies pay
the difference between what the tenant can afford and what the landlord charges. All
persons living in PSH also receive supportive services. With Coordinated Entry, all PSH
openings will be filled by the most vulnerable homeless persons. Our current PSH
capacity is 2,398 (per Housing Inventory Chart) units; 451 of those are dedicated to
veterans through the VASH program and another 309 are dedicated to persons living
with serious mental illness, funded primarily through the Mental Health Services Act.
Since 2015 PSH capacity has grown by 32%, or 691 additional units. Another 67 units are in
development, and another 125 VASH vouchers were awarded in 2018.

People Served at Point in Time v. Annually
4000
3500
3000
2500
2000
1500
1000
500
0
Shelter/Safety Net Beds

Rapid Rehousing
Point in Time

Annual

Figure 3: People Served in the Housing Crisis Response System

Perm. Supportive Housing

Figure 3 shows
there is very little
turnover in PSH,
only 8% annually.
People living in PSH
are no longer
homeless, and as a
system we aim to
help people retain
this housing. 92%
stay for one year or
longer, meaning a
PSH bed serves just
one maybe 2 people
ever. The Housing
Crisis Response
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System continues to pay the rent and provide services, because without them, a PSH tenant is
likely to return to homelessness. The annual capacity of Rapid Rehousing is 1,200 slots, double
that of the point-in-time capacity. Each shelter bed is used by an average of 2.7 people per
year. Seasonal beds have more turn over and transitional housing less.
➢ The system has also added 1,000 additional slots for Tenancy Sustaining Services in 2018
that help people keep their homes and access the health care and other supports they
need. Like PSH these slots will not turn over very often.
➢ Measure A1 funds have been awarded to 19 projects with 120 units dedicated so far to
homeless households. 20% of the units created through Measure A1 will be affordable
to those at 20% AMI or below, which may be accessible to some homeless households.
A complete inventory of affordable housing with preferences for people experiencing
homeless is not currently available. Building more affordable housing overall is vital to
addressing the County’s housing crisis and is beyond the scope of this Strategic Plan
Update.

B. Performance
In 2017 the housing crisis response system helped people who experienced homelessness in
the following ways:
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

12,660 people served with both Safety Net Services and Permanent Housing
2,860 maintained Permanent Supportive Housing, including 384 veterans in VASH
1,459 people moved from homelessness into permanent homes
97% of people who moved into PSH and RRH projects retained permanent homes
3,510 people used a safety net bed, either seasonal shelter, year-round shelter or
transitional housing.
➢ The median length of time people spent homeless went up from 209 days in 2016 to
333 in 2017. This includes time on the street prior to enrolling in services. People who
do connect to assistance saw their median length of time homeless in a program drop
from 114 days to 93.

C. Funding
We will spend approximately $106 million dollars addressing homelessness in Alameda County
in FY 2017/18. Each jurisdiction and County department tracks funding separately, with many
jurisdictions including Alameda, Albany, Livermore, Emeryville, Berkeley, Oakland and Fremont
all increasing expenditures for FY 2018-19. Thus, current spending amounts depicted in Figure 4
must be considered preliminary and will be refined as system coordination increases. Nearly
$20 million of the $106 million are new resources added to launch county-wide coordinated
entry with expanded prevention, outreach, housing navigation, RRH and tenancy sustaining
services. These added resources include $14 million from Whole Person Care, a Medicaid
initiative funded by the State of California through 2020. The goal of Whole Person Care is to
improve the health and reduce the cost of frequent users of health care services, in part by
12

stabilizing them in permanent housing. When the initiative ends in 2021, additional resources
will need to be identified to provide ongoing support to this population.
Over half of all resources come from federal sources and are allocated through local
governments. Federal sources include:
➢ The U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development’s Continuum of Care Program
which primarily funds PSH and RRH, but also some transitional housing, HMIS, Planning
and Coordinated Entry. Jurisdictions also use Community Development Block Grants and
Emergency Solutions Grant funds to support the operations of emergency shelters and
RRH.
➢ The Veteran’s Administration funds PSH through HUD VASH, RRH through SSVF and
transitional housing.
➢ U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) contributes funds to through
Health Care for the Homeless (HCH) and Medicaid (MediCal). The recent influx of
resources from HHS has gone to support the expansion and launch of Coordinated
Entry.

Funding by Source
0.5%
6%
Federal
State

21%

County
54%

City
Other

19%

Figure 4: Funding Sources for Housing Crisis Response System

The balance of funds come from the
State of California at 19%, Alameda
County general funds at 17%, various
city general funds at 6% and less than
1% from other sources.
When grouping the funding into our
larger strategies the majority goes
towards keeping people permanently
housed (~$56 million) followed by
safety net services (~$34 million),
prevention (~11 million) and
administration (~$5 million).

D. Analysis
Figure 5 captures the total number of people estimated to have experienced an episode of
homelessness in 2017 as represented by the largest circle (12,000 people), most of whom
(10,148) were served by an HMIS using provider for at least a portion of that year. It also
indicates the number who became homeless for the first time in 2017, the large black arrow,
and those who exited to permanent housing, the smaller black arrow. Twice as many people
became homeless than moved into permanent housing, indicating our current response is not
reducing homelessness.
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Number Entering, Experiencing, Exiting Homelessness in 2017

Figure 5: Housing Crisis Response System Flow 2017

The orange circle in Figure 5 indicates the proportion of people using shelter beds (3,510).
Recent expansions in interim housing will increase the number of homeless people that can
access interim housing from 3,510 to approximately 4,115 annually. Producing more
emergency shelter creates more humane conditions for people experiencing homelessness, but
it will not reduce homelessness.
Moreover, if we don’t increase our capacity to respond in ways that prevent homelessness and
move people into permanent homes, the homeless population could grow by as many as 1,500
people per year as shown in the trend line in Figure 6.

Trend Line Homelessness in Alameda County if No Change
# Homeless at Point in Time
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Figure 6: Potential Increase in Homeless Point in Time Count 2013-2021
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If the number of people becoming homeless is double the number moving to a permanent
home, homelessness will continue to grow no matter how much temporary shelter we create.
If we want to move people off the streets and into homes, the bulk of our focus and system’s
resources must go to reducing inflows—prevention—and increasing exits—permanent homes.
Both must occur to successfully reduce the number of people experiencing homelessness.
Preventing first time homelessness and providing adequate resources for people to obtain
permanent homes are the biggest gaps in our current response to homelessness. These
deficiencies cannot be remedied without public policies and investments to stabilize the rental
market and increase housing stock and rental subsidies.
HMIS data allows us to project the type of housing intervention that could have solved or
prevented homelessness by tracking the housing situations people had before their
homelessness, their income sources, health and disability information, the programs and
services they used, and where they went when leaving. Looking back at those served in 2017,
Figure 7 shows that approximately 18% of those who became homeless could had been
prevented if identified and served earlier. Approximately 9% get housed on their own, using
information and referral resources, but no financial assistance. Rapid Rehousing would work for
an estimated 31%, ranging from one-time move-in monies up to 24 months of subsidies and
services. Another 26% need permanent subsidies because they are on a fixed disability or
retirement income and will never afford the current housing market without permanent
financial assistance. Our current system does not provide this resource for homeless individuals
and families. Finally, 16% would be best served by Permanent Supportive Housing. For an
explanation of how estimates were calculated see Appendix A.
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Figure 7: Housing Crisis Response System Interventions Needed in 2017
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6. Recommended Strategies
To reverse the trend line in Figure 6 and achieve the goal of reducing the homelessness to the
point that no one has to be unsheltered, this Strategic Plan Update sets the following targets:
1. Reduce the number of people becoming homeless for the first time by 500 people
annually for five years until under 500 people become homeless for the first time in
2022
2. Increase the number of people exiting the system by 500 people every year for five
years until 4,000 people move out of homelessness in 2022.
If the housing crisis response system prevents homelessness and increases the number of
people gaining a home at a rate of an additional 500 people each year in both categories, within
five years the January Point-In-Time could look dramatically different. As depicted in Figure 8,
we could achieve a PIT Count of 2,200 or less. That would mean no person experiencing
homelessness would need to go without shelter. Instead we would have far fewer people
experiencing homelessness overall because more formerly homeless people will be housed
permanently.

# Experiencing homelessness

Projected Impact of Achieving Targets
14000
12000
10000
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0
2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

Projected Pit Count

Projected Annual # homeless

Homeless for the 1st time

Exits to PH

2023

Figure 8: Projected Impact of Housing Crisis Response System 2017-2023

Reaching these targets requires:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Expanding capacity
Increasing investment
Deepening collaboration with those experiencing homelessness
Aligning public policies

A. Expand Capacity
The areas needing the greatest investment and expansion are Homeless Prevention, Street
Outreach, and Permanent Supportive Housing. The creation of flexible permanent subsidies is
17

also essential to helping people on fixed incomes obtain permanent housing and remain
there. Figure 9 compares key elements of the current system capacity to what is recommended
to achieve the above results.

Current System Capacity and Targets
6000

# units/slots

5000
4000
3000
2000

2018 Capacity

1000

2023 Target

0

Housing Interventions
Figure 9: Housing Crisis System Capacity and Targets

Alameda County does have services, both legal and financial, to prevent evictions. Not all
people who are evicted become homeless, and not all at risk of homelessness have rental
agreements. They often live doubled up or “couch surfing” before entering a shelter or being on
the streets. The 2,500 prevention slots proposed in Figure 9 would provide temporary financial
assistance to those most at risk of homelessness, especially those without a lease.
Safety Net Shelter beds will expand modestly, but the goal is to reduce the number of people
needing such beds because they have permanent housing instead. Ramping up Homeless Safety
Net Services is crucial. When compared to other continuums of care with similar unsheltered
populations, Alameda County has far fewer street outreach workers. It hampers our ability to
locate people and connect them to resources quickly. The housing crisis response system needs
to scale up street outreach services in the early years of the plan to 3,000 and can reduce
capacity as the unsheltered population declines. We have added 600 housing navigation slots
within the last six months and need another 200 to function at capacity. The Rapid Rehousing
capacity is also close to adequate, with another 200 slots needed by 2023.
The housing crisis response system does not currently have a flexible permanent subsidy pool.
This intervention is critical because forty two percent of the homeless population is on a fixed
disability or retirement income. People at this income level can’t pay market rents or even
qualify for affordable housing units at 50% of Area Median Income. However, many can
manage without the intensive services offered in PSH, even though they need their rents
18

subsidized. EveryOne Home estimates this need to be 4,000 units ongoing, and once those are
established the need could be met through turnover. EveryOne Home estimates we will also
need to add 2,850 units of PSH for those needing subsidies and supports to stay housed.
Figure 8 indicates that once we reach the permanent housing capacity indicated for by 2023 we
could be able to help remaining persons experiencing homelessness with turnover, rather than
continuing to add capacity. We could also decrease street outreach and interim housing in
subsequent years as the homeless population would continue to decline.

B. Increase Investment

Million

EveryOne Home estimates that we need to increase our investment by an additional $172.3
million annually if we want to eliminate unsheltered homelessness and thereby reduce total
homelessness across our county. Figure 10 demonstrates the total cost of the system in FY
2017/18 and
FY2022/23 as well as
System Spending
how funds are
300.0
distributed across
250.0
the system’s housing
200.0
and services.
150.0

This increase in
resources can be
50.0
achieved through a
0.0
variety of
Prevention
Safety Net
Perm Homes
Admin
Total
2017
10.5
36.0
54.0
5.1
106
approaches,
2023
20.3
57.0
187.0
13.5
278
including new
resources available
2017
2023
from the state
Figure 10: Housing Crisis Response System Spending
through the May
2018 Budget revision
that will provide $24 million in one-time assistance to Oakland and Alameda County, S.B. 2 the
Building Homes and Jobs Act as an ongoing source, and other smaller allocations; private
investments, especially from health care systems; and increases in existing federal grants
indexed to the FMR. However, the single most impactful strategy would be to create a
dedicated local revenue stream.
100.0

With the aid of a dedicated funding stream for services and subsidies we can create
opportunities not only for deeply affordable housing, but in services co-located in that housing.
There are several options to consider, including tax and non-tax mechanisms.
Because of California State Law (and particularly Proposition 13), our county-level revenue
options are limited. From this analysis, the number one option to continue exploring is the
parcel tax (assessed based on square footage, tied to inflation, with exemptions, and with a
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sunset date) potentially in combination with a “vacancy” tax component-- although no models
for this exist elsewhere to our knowledge. County Counsel will be critical in the development of
this measure with elected officials. An expenditure-driven general fund carve-out would seem
to be the runner-up, although with a tight county budget it is less likely. A ½ cent sales tax may
be tested as well however Alameda County has reached its local sales tax cap, otherwise known
as Bradley Burns, limit of 2% so state legislators would need to give authority to raise the limit.
A summary of the evaluative criteria for each mechanism appears below.

Note, if a sales tax is “special” the funds will be restricted, and the voter threshold will be
higher. If the tax is “general” the funds would be deposited into the general fund and could
technically be used for any purpose. Parcel taxes, contrary to property taxes, are not based on
the assessed value of the property. Realistically, a $154 parcel tax is almost certainly too high to
pass considering that certain properties will be paying other parcel taxes on top of this (like a
school district parcel tax). Both the sales tax and the parcel tax are regressive, but a parcel tax
based on square footage, with exemptions (seniors, veterans, and those receiving SSI or SSDI)
and a sunset date, is more progressive. The vacancy tax is another form of parcel tax.
Before voting takes place, and potentially even before a mechanism is chosen, a comprehensive
and transparent public process must decide what the funds will be used for.

C. Deepening Collaboration
The effort to address homelessness by building more equitable and functional systems through
cross-system collaboration has been underway since the first plan was adopted in 2007.
Examples include, Health Care Services Agency invested millions in building and subsidizing
housing for its highly vulnerable patients as well as expanding outreach and navigation services.
Health Care Services Agency is a major funder of Coordinated Entry including its integration into
the HMIS data collection system. The Sherriff’s Department and Child Welfare partnered with
the Alameda County Housing Department to fund Rapid Rehousing for their homeless clients.
Cities and county departments worked together with non-profit partners to open and operate
eight Housing Resource Centers. These successes are not only encouraging but also validate the
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need to expand efforts to coordinate care, broaden our resource base, and collaborate
effectively.
The greatest gap in collaboration is with those currently or formerly experiencing
homelessness. In the winter of 2018 EveryOne Home facilitated a series of County-wide
Consumer Focus Groups to solicit the opinion and expertise of people experiencing
homelessness3 to inform our recommended strategies. 67 individuals participated in six focus
groups held in Berkeley, Oakland, Hayward, Fremont and Livermore. The individuals were
primarily unsheltered, single adults served through meal programs or warming shelters. The
goal of the Focus Groups was to document existing gaps and prioritization of additional funding
from a dedicated source.
The following are themes that emerged from those conversations:
1) The dignity and value of people experiencing homelessness must be honored, and the
systemic discrimination faced by people who are homeless must end: People who are
homeless need to be recognized as human beings, and not be discriminated against–
whether by law enforcement, government, social services agencies, motels/hotels,
employers, transit, security guards, and other people without redress.
2) People experiencing homelessness feel unsafe and request health and safety protections.
Most participants reported not having a safe and permanent space to sleep during the night
and/or be during the day, making them vulnerable to harassment, assault and violence.
They emphasized the insecurity that is constituted by the lack of access to basic sanitation
and constant contact with law enforcement – often in the form of harassment or “movealong” tactics.
3) Mistrust in the system: Many participants reflected that no matter what “input” they
provide, it does not result in agencies or government meeting their basic needs.
4) People experiencing homelessness request access to income, life skills, employment
training, and job opportunities. As most people lost their homes because of inability to pay
for high rents, many participants requested that the system removes barriers to accessing
more income and employment – including those on fixed-income such as SSI.
When asked where they would like to see increased funding they responded overwhelmingly
for more housing, including:
1) Housing rental subsidies for affordable housing at 30% AMI, including long term, deep
subsidies for the disabled and elderly;
2) Preservation, repurposing and rehabilitation of existing empty buildings and utilizing
homeless individuals as workforce;
3

The Alameda County Health Care for the Homeless Community/Consumer Advisory Board (HCH CCAB) also
conducted three All-In 2018 Listening Sessions during the Spring in Hayward, Castro Valley and Oakland from
people experiencing street Homelessness in Alameda County, with very similar results: people living in
homelessness require human dignity and human rights, in addition to health and hygiene, support services and
outreach, storage, information and resources, safe parking and community support.
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3) Providing supportive services, including housing stabilization support and life skills
trainings, and mental health support; and
4) Sanitation services for those unsheltered.
We will continue to authentically include experts’ voices and perspectives in planning and
implementation efforts. Their contribution is valuable and creates the opportunity for skillsdevelopment, increased income, housing stability, and overall well-being. Moreover, a
commitment to close collaboration will manifest our intention to respect the dignity of people
experiencing homelessness.

D. Align Public Policies
Increased spending and expanded capacity will be most effective if public policies that support
them are adopted by the local jurisdictions. As partners in this Strategic Plan Update, local
jurisdictions are invited to review and update policies in the following areas:
➢ Renter protections: are there policies that can be adopted to protect renters from
unreasonable evictions or rent increases?
➢ Respecting the dignity and safety of those forced to live on the streets: What policies
and practices can be adopted by law and code enforcement, public health and public
works to increase cooperation and reduce the experience of harassment many
homeless people describe.
➢ Fast Tracking and targeting affordable housing: Are there building and permitting codes
that can be modified to speed up the process and reduce the cost of building affordable
housing? How can that housing be targeted to assist those who are homeless?

7. Proposed Actions
Actions to support the recommendations discussed above are grouped in three categories:
Prevention, Dignity, Permanent Homes.
“As we respond to the crisis of unsheltered homelessness, we must not repeat past mistakes of
focusing only on where people will be tonight. We must simultaneously be focused on where
people can succeed in the long-term—and we know that is permanent housing.”—Matthew
Doherty, U.S. Interagency Council on Homelessness

A. Prevention
Target: Decrease the number of people becoming homeless each year (now 3,000) to under
500 by 2022.
Policy Actions:
Keep Renters in Their Homes
1. Pass "Just Cause" evictions protections
Requiring landlords to provide a specific, valid reason before an eviction can take
place (i.e. failure to pay rent, continuing to damage a rental unit after being
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provided with a written notice to stop or refusing to pay for the repairs, refusing to
re-sign a lease after the old one expires, ongoing disturbances to other tenants and
neighbors, if the owner wants to move in or if they want to take it off the rental
market through the Ellis Act).
2. Repeal Costa-Hawkins
Costa Hawkins is a state law that places limits on local jurisdictions’ ability to enact
renter protection ordinances. It prohibits rent control for buildings constructed in
1995 or later. It also allows the landlord to set new market-rate rents after a tenant
moves out and exempts single-family homes from any rent controls. Repeal of this
state law returns policy making to local government and enables jurisdictions to be
responsive to their own markets.
3. Strengthen all renter protections
As examples, local jurisdictions can strengthen local rent boards with mandatory
reviews of increases over a certain percentage, increase relocation resources, and
make arbitration binding.
Identify at-risk persons in other systems of care
4. Local jurisdictions can direct safety net and emergency services to check on the
housing status of people they serve and connect them to coordinated entry if
needed. Examples include law enforcement, schools, hospitals, community clinics,
and food pantries.
Increased Capacity:
The recent expansion of prevention services will need to be monitored to evaluate its impact.
Increase availability of flexible Temporary Financial Assistance (TFA)
5. Local funders increase investments and can consider prioritizing couch surfers,
people who have been homeless before, and those in permanent supportive
housing for prevention assistance. Funds should be coordinated with legal services
and coordinated entry. We are likely to need to increase legal services and the
flexible funding pool to achieve the 500 annual reduction target set forth in this
plan. To successfully serve 500 hundred additional households most at risk of
becoming homeless each year, EveryOne Home estimates we will need an additional
$2.5 million per year added to the flexible funding pool, reaching $10 million per
year by 2022. This is based on an average cost per household of $5,000 dollars used
by Destination Home in Santa Clara County when designing their prevention pilot.
Increase income and benefits
6. Connect eligible persons to mainstream benefits (SSI, GA, SNAP, etc.) and health
insurance. for those who are employable, develop skills and connect them to
employment programs to improve income. Consider creating positions with in the
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Housing Crisis Response System workforce, which can improve service delivery
because it is peer to assistance, and raise income for those joining the workforce.

B. Dignity
Target: Deepen our collaboration with people experiencing homelessness so that assistance
respects their dignity, increases their safety, and meet their needs
Policy Actions:
Adopt a humane and consistent encampment response
1. Follow guidance from the U.S. Interagency Council on Homelessness and best
practices. (i.e. Indianapolis, 2016)
➢ Whenever possible, encampments should only be closed or temporarily
removed as a final resort.
➢ Policies should reflect input of those living in encampments.
➢ If encampments are to be closed or temporarily moved, clear guidelines and
criteria need to be in place to ensure residents are aware of the process. This
should include but not limited to:
o Defining encampments consistently (2 or more persons)
o Providing clear, written notices with long timeframes for abatement and
removal (15-day notice under Indianapolis Ordinance).
o Responding in writing to health and safety concerns, including clearly
defining emergencies and what constitutes a "serious harm" to public
health and safety.
o Ensuring a solution for belongings if displaced, including cataloguing and
potential storage of personal items.
o Specifying how outreach workers will support encampment residents
facing displacement, including providing assessment and prioritization for
Coordinated Entry services.
Provide Safety Protections
2. Ensure people experiencing homelessness are protected against harassment and
discrimination, including destruction of personal property and protection from the
criminalization of necessary human activities:
➢ Review and decrease or eliminate laws, policies and practices that prohibit or
limit the use of public space by people experiencing homelessness for survival
(including civil or criminal sanctions or harassment by law enforcement, other
state actors, and/or private security personnel) such as:
i. Sitting and laying down
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ii. Sleeping outside or in vehicles
iii. Panhandling
iv. Food sharing
➢ Support law enforcement to work collaboratively with people experiencing
homelessness to enhance cooperation and safety. Can include improving
trainings and protocols.
Evaluate access to and outcomes of the Housing Crisis Response System
3. Evaluate system and programs within it to identify racial disparities in access to or
outcomes from services.
Increased Capacity:
Launch a Leadership Recruitment and Training Program for People Experiencing
Homelessness
4. Invest in recruiting, training, and employing people experiencing homeless in
EveryOne Home governance and planning bodies as well as in conducting of the
Point-In-Time Count and the delivery of services, especially to those who are
unsheltered.
Provide Health and Sanitary Services
5. Ensure people experiencing homelessness have access to
➢ Toilets (24-hours)
➢ Showers (mobile or using existing infrastructure)
➢ Laundry
➢ Warming/cooking facilities
➢ Dumpster/garbage collection
Expand Language Accessibility to the Housing Crisis Response System
6. Expand capacity so more people experiencing a housing crisis have access to
➢ Multilingual materials
➢ Staff that can assist them in their native language
Expand Street Outreach
7. Increase Outreach workers from 12 Full-time equivalent positions to 30 in order
reach all 3,863 unsheltered people and cover the full County seven days per week,
up to 15 hours per day.
Provide additional shelter/safe spaces
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8. Have places people can sleep at night that can be scaled back and/or converted to
low-cost permanent housing. May include:
➢ Safe parking/camping spaces where people have access to toilets, showers,
dumpsters and power. These can be located on lots of businesses, community
centers or places of worship.
➢ Expand drop-in centers for showers, laundry and safe indoor spaces.
9. Stabilize existing year-round interim housing and complete already funded
expansions
➢ Ensure all emergency beds are funded at the base rate of $34/night
➢ Complete the STAIR project in Berkeley and the 2nd Henry in Oakland
➢ Make warming centers year-round

C. More Homes
Target: Increase the number of people moving into a permanent home by 500 people per year,
until 4,000 people move into housing in 2022 (2017 move-ins equaled 1,459).
Policy Actions:
Use land for housing efficiently
1. Encourage multi-family, high-density, and accessary dwelling units. Remove
restrictions that make it harder to build affordable housing (height limitations,
density, etc.) and ensure that jurisdictions have affordability requirements if they
increase allowable density and heights.
Meet inclusionary zoning (IZ) policies and Housing Plan Targets
2. Require new residential developments to make a certain percentage of the housing
units affordable to extremely low-income.
3. Local jurisdictions should focus on approving housing developments that contribute
to meeting RHNA numbers in the very low and extremely low-income categories.
Increased Capacity:
Permanent, dedicated funding for rental subsidies
4. Without adequate resources to match the scale, homelessness will persist in
Alameda County. EveryOne Home’s Needs Analysis shows that 42% of homeless
adults live on fixed disability or retirement incomes that are approximately 11% of
the Alameda County Median Income. Their incomes are too low even to qualify for
the affordable housing being developed with Measure A1 and KK funds. Many of
these future tenants need permanently affordable housing and could sustain it
without the wrap-around services that are part of PSH. EveryOne Home projects
that our CoC will need to sustain an additional 4,000 households annually with a
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range of flexible subsidy options at an estimated cost of $44 million dollars
annually. New funding is essential to create this vital resource.
Ensure the most vulnerable are prioritized for the affordable housing being developed
with new capital sources.
5. Affordable housing developments are often targeted to those earning 30%-80%
AMI and therefore is out of reach for most of the homeless population. By
connecting subsidies to affordable housing developments, we can ensure that more
of the public dollars used to build affordable units will house people experiencing
homelessness.
Expand Landlord Partners
6. Alameda County Health Care Services Agency has funded $1.2 million in Landlord
Liaison and Housing Subsidy Management Services which includes identifying
landlords willing to accept clients and subsidies from HUD Continuum of Care (CoC)
and MHSA rental assistance programs; supporting landlords when issues arise as a
result of their involvement in these programs; directly managing some HUD CoC
and MHSA-funded housing subsidies; coordinating with service providers and public
housing agencies involved with managing housing subsidies to ensure landlord
concerns are addressed in a timely and appropriate fashion; and the operation of a
landlord incentive and risk mitigation fund.
Increase Permanent Support Housing
7. The number of chronically homeless persons needing PSH has increased. EveryOne
Home estimate that 5,050 permanent housing units or subsidies will be needed by
2023 to be operating at capacity. That increase of 2,850 slots can be achieved
through built units, using No Place Like Home Funds and the Veterans Housing
Bond. Increased subsidies for market rate and affordable housing are another
option. More VASH vouchers, 811 vouchers, and subsidies funded by a dedicated
revenue stream will all be needed to reach this goal.
Expand Tenancy Sustaining Services to include more households.
8. The Health Care Services Agency has also funded 1,000 slots of tenancy sustaining
services at a cost of $2.64 million that help formerly homeless individuals and
families who have just moved into housing become successful tenants. Whole
Person Care funds are the source for these slots. That source sunsets in 2021 and
will need to be sustained. Another 2,00 slots are needed to support the expanded
PSH noted above.

9. Sub-populations
Racial and Ethnic Disparities
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HUD defines three sub-populations—Veterans, Chronically Homeless, and Youth—and asks
communities to pay attention to tracking these populations’ service utilization and outcomes.
Because social and economic inequities produce a racial profile of homelessness in Alameda
County and throughout the country, in the coming years we propose to apply the same level of
care and attention to understanding and redressing racial disparities in the housing crisis
response system that we are asked to extend to HUD sub-populations.
African Americans are over represented among the homeless when compared to their
percentage of the overall populations in Alameda County 49% to 12% respectively. Similarly,
the American Indian and Native Alaskan population disproportionately makes up 3% of the
homeless population in Alameda County, and 1% of the general population. At the same time,
30% of Alameda County’s homeless population identifies as white, as compared with 50% of its
general population. Historical inequities in housing policies and practice, law enforcement,
economic opportunities, wealth disparities, offer some explanatory context for racial and ethnic
disparities, and it is critical that our response does not perpetuate those inequalities. EveryOne
Home commits to analyzing our data over the next 12 months to identify racial and ethnic
disparities in the way people access programs and achieve positive outcomes. In addition, we
will collaborate with those who are currently homeless to identify preferred models of housing
and supports as we expand our capacity in the coming year. We will also analyze the results of
our data with our homeless neighbors to evaluate and recommend changes needed to the way
programs and services are delivered so that they are more equitable and accessible.
Veterans
Operation Vets Home (OVH) is the CoC initiative working the end veterans' homelessness.
Members consist of VA staff, veteran housing providers, and CoC staff. Other providers and
elected officials participate sporadically. Partners participate in monthly case conferencing and
strategy meetings. The group has worked a By-Name-List (BNL) of homeless veterans since the
fall of 2015. The BNL stands at 341 as of May 31, 2018. Thirty percent (102) are chronically
homeless. An average of 40 veterans per month are added to the By-Name-List. This number
has increased with the county-wide launch of Coordinated Entry as vets that seek services from
a wide range of partners are now immediately added to the BNL. An average of 37 vets per
month go off the list, most to permanent housing through HUD-VASH (the VA’s version of
permanent supportive housing) or SSVF (the VA’s version of Rapid Rehousing). Some vets exit
the list because they can no longer be located.
OVH has set the following Targets:
1. End chronic veteran homelessness by March 31, 2019.
With 125 new VASH vouchers coming on line in 2018 and 67 more project-based
subsidies under construction, the CoC prioritizing for PSH the high-need veterans who
are ineligible for VA resources, OVH partners expect to house 10 chronically homeless
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vets per month through March 2018. That is an increase to the current average of 7 per
month. At that pace ending chronic veteran homelessness is possible in under one year.
2. Reduce the number of veterans experiencing homelessness at any Point-In-Time to
under 90 by December 31, 2020.
Reaching this Target would require housing an additional 15 veterans a month. SSVF
resource are often used to provide move-in funds for veterans with VASH vouchers,
once those are vouchers are fully leased, SSVF slots for non-chronically homeless will
increase by about 10 slots per month. The gap may be closed by reducing the number
of vets becoming homeless using the prevention actions discussed above.
Chronically Homeless, including seniors and persons living with serious mental illness
The 2017 Point-In-Time Count indicated that 1,652 people met the definition of chronically
homeless on the day of the Count. They were disabled and had been homeless for twelve
months or more out of the last 48 months. HMIS data indicates that over the course of a year
people 3,006 individuals in 2,609 households experiencing homelessness met that definition.
Increasing lengths of time spent homeless are resulting in people with disabilities “aging into”
chronic homelessness.
Alameda County’s customized assessment tool prioritizes chronically homeless persons for
housing. Those with the longest histories of homelessness and the highest barriers to housing
have the highest priority for all resources, including year-round emergency shelter, transitional
housing and housing navigation. All CoC and Mental Health Service Act funded permanent
housing operators are required to fill their openings from the Coordinated Entry prioritized list.
Until June of 2018 the prioritized list for homeless disabled persons was maintained outside of
HMIS. The CoC recently migrated to a new software platform that will integrate all previous ByName-Lists. It is hoped that this change will increase the efficiency of matching to resources
and reduce the lengths of time homeless. If so it will help reduce chronic homeless. Partners
continue to recruit housing operators to participate in Coordinated entry to expand the number
of units available.
Chronically Homeless Seniors—HMIS data indicates that 350 or 14% of the 2,568
homeless seniors (ages 55+) in our system were chronic. Fortunately, these seniors
would be highest priority for any PSH built for this age range.
Persons with Serious Mental Illness—Annual HMIS data identifies 1950 or 46% of the
4,268 people reporting a mental health condition at intake also meeting the definition
of chronic homelessness. The State of California will release an RFP to build PSH for this
population. It is important that the County apply for these funds.
We have set the following targets in reducing chronic homelessness:
3. End chronic homelessness for older adults age 50 and older by the December 31, 2019
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4. Reduce chronic homelessness among persons with serious mental illness 30% by
December 2021
5. By combining the results of housing these overlapping populations of chronically
homeless vets, seniors and persons with serious mental illness reduce the annual
population to 1,500 by December 2022.
Homeless Families
Data from the 2017 Point-In-Time Count and HMIS paint somewhat differing pictures of the
scale of family homelessness. The PIT Count enumerated 270 families with 711 members, and
very few families unsheltered. Over the course of 2017 the number of families who experienced
homelessness was more than triple that at 969 families with 2,917 members. Coordinated Entry
is identifying more unsheltered families than counted in the PIT, but the ratios are still relatively
low. Families were 12.6% of the PIT Count and 27% of the population served throughout the
year. We know the pattern of homelessness in families is different than that of unaccompanied
adults. Families often stay with family and friends and in hotels and vehicles. They often don’t
meet the HUD’s definition of homelessness on the day of the count. The Department of
Education’s includes doubled up families in its definition of homelessness. This pattern of
housing crisis has very detrimental effect on all members of the family even if days in shelter or
on the streets are fewer.
Forty five percent of our year-round shelter and transitional housing capacity and 74% of our
Rapid Rehousing capacity is dedicated to families. The number of families with minor children
has declined steadily over the last decade, and we expect that trend to continue given the
current configuration of resources and the availability of additional resources to rehouse
families on TANF available through the State. New and proposed prevention services will assist
families who are couch surfing and double up.
We have set the following targets for reducing family homelessness:
6. Eliminate unsheltered family homeless by December 31, 2018
7. Reduce the number of homeless persons in families to under 200 by 2023.
Homeless Youth
In our first ever separate youth count in 2017 the CoC identified 919 unaccompanied
Transitional Aged Youth ages 18-24, 74% were unsheltered. This number is more than double
that of previous counts. Patterns of homelessness in this population are more similar to families
and include nights staying off the streets, but often involving unsafe indoor situations.
Trafficking is a significant risk among homeless youth.
Interim and permanent housing targeted to this population includes:
➢ 8 emergency shelter beds for minors, another 48 for youth, and 284 transitional
housing beds for this population.
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➢ The inventory includes a new RRH project that can serve 60 youth per year and
70 units of PSH
Alameda County partners have applied to the 2018 HUD Youth Homeless Demonstration
Program for funds to support a youth focused planning process that also includes an increase of
200 housing subsidies for this population. Targets for reductions and expanded capacity will be
set after the youth planning process.
Survivors of Domestic Violence
The 2017 Point In Time Count showed that 1,026 or 18% of homeless people report having
experienced domestic violence or sexual assault. This is a significant proportion of the homeless
population, which merits additional attention and resources. Currently, domestic violence and
sexual assault service providers bring dedicated capacity of 32 beds of permanent supportive
housing, 47 units of rapid rehousing, and 175 beds of temporary shelter.
To identify people in need of specialized domestic violence resources, the standard coordinated
entry process begins with a safety screening. Once screened, victims can choose to receive
services from domestic violence service providers, and they can choose to access homeless
safety net services and shelter as well. Matching case conferences will include domestic
violence service providers to ensure that victims have equal access to available housing
resources. One of the most immediate steps the housing crisis response system can take is to
incorporate training on safety planning and other relevant topics into the standard training for
the housing crisis response system workforce. As well, we will continue to pursue funding
opportunities for safely housing this population.
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Appendix A: Methodology
Projections were developed using the following approaches:
Number of People Experiencing Homelessness Annually (Figure 7)
According the 2017 Point-In-Time Count 2.2% of persons survey had been homeless for 7 days
or less. That number was used to calculate the number of people becoming homeless each
week in Alameda County as well as to estimate the total over the course of year.
2.2% X 5,629 = 124 people becoming homeless each week
124 people/week X 52 weeks = 6,440 people in 5,545 households becoming homeless annually
6,440 new people + 5,629 people already homeless as of January 2017 = 12,069 total people in
10,400 households experiencing homelessness annually
What Would Have Ended Their Homelessness (Figure 7)
Projecting those who could have been prevented from becoming homeless began with the
number of persons who became homeless for the first time in 2017, multiplied by the percent
of persons who were experiencing homelessness for the first time in the PIT Count survey who
also said they came from rental housing or living with friends and family. These locations before
homelessness indicate some existing housing resource that could be preserved. That total was
multiplied by 80% assuming not all prevention efforts would succeed.
Those who resolved with information and referral were estimated by using the proportion of
those who exited in 2017 to unassisted permanent housing without going through RRH first.
Those projected to need permanent subsidies were those living on fixed disability or retirement
incomes. The portion who would need wrap around services as well as subsidies (PSH) were
estimated based using the number of chronically homeless served over the course of a year
divided by 50%. This proportion reflects the history of chronically homeless persons exiting to
permanent housing, many of whom do not exit to PSH, combined with those who have
remained homeless.
Those estimated to need Rapid Rehousing had low or no incomes, but the possibility of
increasing their resources to eventually maintain housing on their own.
Targets for Reducing Inflows with Prevention and Outflows with Homes (Figure 8)
The annual targets of 500 each year are based on what it would take to get to a PIT in time
count of under 2,200 people (the number of Interim Housing beds) within five years. The graph
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on shows the impact on the total number of homeless people annually and at a point in time if
those targets were achieved each of the next five years.
Projected Needed Capacity (Figure 9)
The amount of each housing intervention needed by 2022 derives from the proportion of
people needing a given intervention to the number of people exiting to housing each year. For
example, the 31% of people needing subsidized permanent housing applied to the 4,000 people
exiting to housing in 2022 would give the number of people needing subsidized permanent
housing that year. In case of Prevention and Rapid Rehousing, the capacity only includes the
year in which the services are provided, since these interventions are time limited. In the case
of subsidized housing and PSH the capacity needed would increase each year because the
support is permanent, and the capacity needed would accumulate until the need could be met
with turnover.
Projected Costs (Figure 10)
Projected costs were developed using the average per household costs in 2017 for current
prevention, Safety Net Beds, RRH, and PSH programs. The average was then multiplied by the
number of slots for the annual cost. The average cost, increased by 5% each year, and
multiplied by the estimated needed capacity by 2022. For the permanent subsidy program the
following assumptions underlie the amount of support required: assume 1/3 in affordable
housing for those at 50% AMI, with the amount of subsidy calculated at the difference between
allowable rent for a 50% AMI and 30% of SSI income; assume 1/4 in market rate paying 50% of
the rent; assume 1/5 with getting a flat subsidy of 600/month; assume ¼ in market rate housing
paying only 30% of SSI income. The 5% rent increases were presumed for this calculation as
well. These calculations resulted in the 172.3 million shortfall for operating a system at
capacity. These cost estimates do not account for capital costs to develop units.
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